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Introduction 
Limitations of Previous Work:
Majority ignores system dynamics, e.g., inertia, damping, material 
removal effect
No information available on experimental investigation of fixture-
workpiece dynamics during machining 
No information available on optimization of fixture-workpiece 
dynamics  
(Carr Lane Mfg Co., 1995)
Machining Fixture:
Establish and maintain 
required position and 
orientation of a workpiece
Directly affects operational 
safety and part quality
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Objectives
Establish a mathematical procedure to analyze dynamic 
stability of a fixtured workpiece in machining
Model and investigate material removal effect on 
system dynamic behavior 
Optimize fixture design to achieve fixturing dynamic 
stability 
Quantify and synthesize dynamics-induced part quality 
errors 
Run machining experiments to validate and refine 
models
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Stability Analysis – Criteria
Stable
Unstable
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Stability Analysis – Procedure
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Simulation Example (1)
Final PartOriginal Workpiece
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Simulation Example (2)
Last Pass
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Simulation Example (3)
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Simulation Example (4)

























First Pass: Lift-off Check






















First Pass: Macro-slip Check
FC = [5261.3, 2864.4, 3310.1] (N)






















Last Pass: Lift-off Check






















Last Pass: Macro-slip Check
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Experimental Validation (2)
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Experimental Validation (3)
Dynamic displacement of a surface point 
measured by eddy current sensor


















Simulated vs. Experimental Dynamic Motion
Sim
Exp
Sampling Rate = 3000 pts/sec



















Simulated vs. Experimental Dynamic Motion
Sim
Exp
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Experimental
Validation (4)











Ax: de-noised with low-pass filtering
Acceleration – Data De-noising
Sampling Rate = 5000 pts/sec











Simulated Acceleration at CG - Ax









Experimental Acceleration at CG - Ax
Acceleration @ CG: Simulated vs. Experimental










Power Spectral Density: Simulated










Power Spectral Density: Experimental
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Conclusions
A fixture-workpiece system presents significant dynamics 
during machining. Proper fixture design requires dynamic 
modeling. 
Material removal affects fixture-workpiece dynamics 
significantly. 
Dynamic motions of simulated and physical fixture-
workpiece systems present similar frequency content. 
Experimental workpiece motion is larger than simulated 
workpiece motion because actual system is more flexible. 
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